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Project Vision 

 
§   CPiOSC is an attempt at designing, 

implement ing and test ing a hybrid 
methodology: 

Ø Integrating visualization and computational 
analysis with qualitative research 

Ø Speci f ical ly designed for the study of 
technologies of participation in and across online 
platforms. 

CPiOSC	
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Virtual Communities, or Digital Platforms? 

Project Acronym	


§ Platforms are the new infrastructure for online 
sociality and creativity (Van Dijck 2013, The Culture of Connectivity)  
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Examples of Community-Platforms 

Google 
analytics 

UerVoice 

Mifos: OS 
platform 

Hastac: Education 
Platform 

CPiOSC	
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Theory 
§ Online communities are fields of relations where 

connectivity is the organising principle 
Ø Mediated socialisation 
Ø Code-enabled mechanisms for knowledge building/sharing 
 

§ Biography of open source code: A philosophy into 
the individuation of digital objects 
Ø We want to stress relationships instead of individual entities 

and document processes of socialisation/collaboration 
Ø We implicitly assume that the way elements are put 

together is as important as the elements themselves 

CPiOSC	
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Research Questions 

§  How to detect an OS community? What are the 
contours and boundaries of its social action (the 
ensemble of socialisation and collaboration practices)? 

  
§  How to qualify posting as a form of OS participation? 

How to broaden up the scope of one transactional 
system (example mailing list and posting) in order to 
associate it with participants’ voices and plural forms 
of engagement online and offline? 

 
§   How to assess the quality of posting? Is posting 

knowledge productive? how does it affect the 
sustainability of OS and the continuity of long-term 
development efforts? 

CPiOSC	
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A Unique Case Study: Mifos 
q Unique	  Data	  corpus	  (100%	  handmade):	  	  80%	  open	  data	  +	  20%	  
owned	  data 

Ø  An	  Open	  Source	  Backstage	  Solu@on	  for	  Microfinance	  NGOs,	  mature	  
pla3orm	  (10+	  years);	  45	  countries;	  500+	  Email	  subscribers	  	  

Ø  Mailing	  lists	  	  
Ø  Online	  data:	  profiles,	  online	  news,	  blogs	  
Ø  Qualita@ve	  materials:	  Interview	  transcripts	  
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Methodology/Epistemology (1/2) 
 

§ Follow the medium: platform features are 
performative; both structures (communities, 
divisions) and unfolding performance 
(topologies, order)  

§ Mailing lists are the core research proxy:  

•  A gateway for Mifos community 
•  A Social hub, reflecting online and offline 
practices, both technological and social 

•  Bringing the ‘stuff’ Mifos is made of, a 
community ‘in the making’  

CPiOSC	
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Methodology/Epistemology (2/2) 

§ Multi-perspective Approach for studying and 
measuring online participation: 

•  Structure of relations (Visualisation): Labour, 
connectivity, knowledge performativity 

•  Extent of participation: A longitudinal 
analysis,  combining network graphs (time 
waves) and qualitative materials (text based: 
blogs, posts, members’ profiles) 

•  Quality of participation: Content Analysis of 
posts (looking up the mechanisms of 
knowledge production/sharing) 

CPiOSC	
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Mifos	  (news.gmane.org)	  
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Results (1/3) 
1.  Visualisation 

q Network graphs helped to get a sense of the community, 
we could answer: 

Ø who are the key actors, 
Ø who are stirring conversations,  
Ø who are replying to whom, etc.   
q We captured and measured participation through: 
Ø Posting frequency 
Ø Connectivity (nodes’ position in relation to each other 

and to the network 
Ø A combination: connectivity and personal traits (such 

as organisational affiliation, location and knowledge 
profile)  

Ø Seeking to bridge the gap between inner network 
dynamics and overarching membership 

CPiOSC	
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Mifos MLs Space 

CPiOSC	
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Core Members 

Project Acronym	
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Mifos Profile Groups 
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Mifos: North-South 

CPiOSC	
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2007	  

2008	  

2009	  

2010	  
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Results (2/3) 

2. Longitudinal montage 
•  Established posting as a form of participation in OS 

communities (bringing a qualitative dimension into 
aggregates of activity) 

 
•  Participation is multiple: keeping the link between 

nodes and members’ real voices 
 
•  Variations in network structure and nodes’ position 

in and across time waves reflects the history of the 
Mifos project. 

CPiOSC	
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Results (3/3) 
3.  Content Analysis:  

•  Quality of participation:  
§  Qualify the nature of members’ interactions (posting)  
§  Detect mechanisms of knowledge building and learning in 

and across posts.  
§  Assess the quality of the text, how it is written, what kind of 

information it discloses, how it is used in reply messages, 
etc.  

 

•  Posts and mailing lists act as a discursive device:  
§  They ensure socialisation, information diffusion and 

collaboration.  
§  They are a productive form of participation that goes beyond 

socialisation and mere chatter so as to enable knowledge 
building/sharing, hence the sustainability of the OS project.  

CPiOSC	
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Limits 

§ Results felt dislocated  

§ Split between methods with different 
epistemologies and lenses 

§ we failed to build one comprehensive and 
holistic platform for exploration 

CPiOSC	
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Future research… 

CPiOSC	


 
A partially automated tool to study online participation and 
collaboration 
Three complementary analytical cuts: 

•  Visualisation as an exploratory fieldwork (collectives in the 
‘making’) 

•  Time is a substitute for place: Emergent processes of 
socialisation and collaboration (actors need time to get familiar 
and learn to coordinate their action)  -> Time waves and 
longitudinal narrative 

•  Text shows the performative nature of members’ participation: 
‘Nodes’ position in a network is often a consequence of 
participants’ behaviour (socialisation practice), rather than its 
cause’ -> informed key word searches and Mining techniques 
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Links with other EINS and beyond activities 

§ CPiOSC  is at the intersection between the 
social and the technological 

§ Linking with 
Ø  JRA 1, Towards a Theory of Internet Science:  

•  The OS biography approach: Towards technology-
enabled relational ontology  

Ø JRA 3 Evidence and Experimentation:  
•  Incremental and staged research; multi-perspective 

Ø JRA 6 Virtual Communities 
•  OS as a virtual community typified by the features of 

online platforms and OS technologies of participation   

CPiOSC	



